
vi Editor 
Objective 103.8 - Preform Basic File Editing Operations using vi 

by Christine Bresnahan:  Christine-Bresnahan.com 
 

Three modes of the vi editor: 
Memory tag: i comes before e, except after c 

1. insert mode (also called edit) 
2. command mode 
3. ex mode (when you are entering commands after the colon (:)) 

 
=============MOVING============== 

Key Combinations 
Memory tag:  my BF Duey    (B=Before, F=Forward, D=Down, U=Up) 
 
Desired Scrolling Operation   Key Combination 
Scroll up almost one full screen   CTRL+B 
Scroll down almost one full screen  CTRL+F 
Scroll down 1/2 a screen    CTRL+D 
Scroll up 1/2 a screen    CTRL+U 
Scroll down 1 line    CTRL+E 
Scroll up a line     CTRL+Y 
 
Keys on the Keyboard 
hjkl 
Memory tags “h” comes before “j” ; kill  ;   l=move one character right (ha-ha, left=right) 
h = move one character left 
j = move one line down 
k=move one line up 
l = move character right 
 
web 
Memory tag #1:  it’s the web 
Memory tag #2: the web is case insensitive, therefore w=W. 
 
wW = move forward one word in front of the word 
eE = move to end of the word 
bB = move backward one word 
 
HML (Memory tag:  HtML) 
H = Top line of screen 
M = Middle line of screen 
L = Bottom line of screen 
 
first, last 
0 = first or beginning of line (Memory tag: 0 is really first.) 
^= first or beginning of line 
$ = last of end of line (Memory tag:  The buck, $, stops here...end of the line.) 
 
G (memory tag: Go!) 
G Go to the last line of the file. 
64G Go to line #64 



vi Editor 
continued 

 
=================== EDITING ===================== 

Insert 
Memory tag: aeio (aio for editing) 
Memory tag: Upper case always is extreme (e.g. all the way at the end, or on top), while lower case is timid 
(e.g. hiding under the line or just move timidly around the cursor). 
 
a, A Insert text after cursor, after line. 
i, I Insert text before cursor, before line. 
o,O Open new line for text below current line, above current line  
 
Change 
cw change word 
cc change current line (memory tag: double for line) 
C change to end of line (memory tag: uppercase is extreme) 
s, S substitute: delete character, delete line, and insert new textd 
 
Delete (move) 
x,X  delete character under cursor, before cursor 
3x  delete 3 characters starting at the cursor 
dw  delete word 
d3w, 3dw delete 3 words 
dd  delete current line 
3dd, d3d delete 3 lines 
$d, D  delete from cursor to end of line 
^d, 0d  delete from cursor to beginning of line 
p, P put delete text after, before cursor 
 
Yank (copy) 
yw  yank word 
3yw, y3w yank 3 words 
yy  yank line 
3yy, y3y  yank 3 lines 
p,P  paste yanked text after, before cursor 
 
Search and Replace 
: s/text_to_find/text_to_replace_it_with/g   Searches for text_to_find in the file being edited, and replaces all 

    instances of it, with the text_to_replace_it_with. 
     Starts at the CURRENT line and moves forward 
    example: To replace the name Bob with the name Howard in a file 
        starting at the cursor’s current line and moving forward 
     : s/Bob/Howard/g 

 
: 1, $ s/ text_to_find/text_to_replace_it_with/g Does the above, but for the ENTIRE file, starting from 

line 1 to the end ($) of the file. 

  



vi Editor 
continued 

 
=============EXITING============== 

How to exit vi 
 
Write (save) and quit 
ZZ 
:x 
:wq 
:wq! (overrides protection) 
 
Write (save) and NOT quit 
:w 
:w! (overrides protection) 
 
Quit and NOT write (save) 
:q 
:q! (overrides protection) 
 

=========== MISCELLANEOUS ============ 
 

Bringing the outside “in” 
:! Command Display the results of a shell command, but do not exit the vi editor 
  example:  :! ls /bin 
:r !Command Include the results of a shell command into the text of the vi editor 
  Example: :r! date 
:r filename Put the named file’s contents into this file being edited. 
 
Misc 
. repeat last command 
u undo last edit 
U restore current line (Undo cut) 
J join two lines 
 
:set number Display the lines of the file along with line numbers (these are not permanent) 


